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ABSTRACT 

We have developed and built an optical senror for very faint light sources for 
the DUMAND 11 Experiment. The sensor is based on a new type of a large area 
photomultiplitr (Philips XP2600). In conjunction with our specially developed read- 
out-electronics, the sensor provides excelleat timing and energy resolution. The 
modulc is equipped with its own computer for monitoring and controlling its internal 
parameters. It i s  designed for long term operation in the dtep ocean. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The ~r i rnary  purpose of the DUMAND II experime~t i s  the detection of high 
energy neutrinos from galactic and txtragalrctic point sources [2]. In DUMAND II , 
216 optical modules (OM) will be deployed at 4760 m depth at about 25 km off the 
west coast of the Big Island of Hawaii. The madules are arranged in an octagon of 
eight strings and an additional string in the center. They detect the terenk~v- l i~ht  
originating from charged secondary particles produced in neutrino interactions in 
the dtep ocean. The OM's are widely spaced permitting detection within r volume 
of more than 2 1 0 ~ r n ~ .  The OM's have large area, highly sensitive cathode and 
good collection tfficicncy enabling them to detect low light from muons at distances 
up to tens of meters. furthcrmott good timing charrcttrirtics are necessary for an 
accurate rtconstruction of th t  origin of the incoming neutrino. An cxctllent energy 
resolution, i.e. the possibility to separate one, two, . . . photoelectron signals, i s  
desirable for the suprcsrion d backgrounds and for triggering purpows. For long 
term operation in the deep ocean, I S  planned fw DUMAND II, mII components of 
the OM's have to fulfill very high reliability standards, We have developed auch an 
optical module for the OUMAND II dcttdor, which is  described in the follming. 

2. THE EUROPEAN OPTICAL MODULE FOR DUMAND II 

2.1 The Photomultiplier Tube 
The central element of the EOM i s  the large area (15") photomultiplicr Philips 

XP2600 ("Smart PMT"), embedded in a standard prtrsurc housing for deep ocean 
applications. This photomultiplicr consists of the combination of rn elcetro-optical 
preamplitit; with a conventioml small phototul~t . P hotoelrcrrons are accelerated 
with a high voltage (25kV) to r scintillator placed-in the center of the glass-bulb. 
This scintiltator is read out by a small fast I l d a g c  phototube (XP2982). 

The result of the high acceleration voltage is  a high gain in the first stase and 
tssentMly 100% collection c&kncy over whole cathode area. As a typical value, 
30 photoelectrons (PE) are converted in the small phototubt for tach primary P E .  
Due to the good statistics in tht first stage, the tube provides excellent timing and 
pulse height (energy herein) r d u t i o n  at  low photoeltctron-levels 131. 

The energy-resolution on the 1PE4evel  is better than 50% FWHM , resulting 
in the possibility of clear scparatiob between one, two and more PE.  This is demon- 



strated in figure 1, which shows a typical distribution of integrated charge when the 
tube was illuminated w i th  a blue LED of constant low intensity. A fit with linearly 
spaced, Poisson distributed Gaussianr fits the observed distribution wdl. Amongst 
other benefits, this permits an accurate gain calibration o f  this photomultiplier to be 
done in situ any t i m t  using the dark-current signal originating from thermal emission 

of photoclectrons from the cathode (see figure 23. 
The timc-jitter for this tube i s  - S n s ( F W H M )  for 1PE and decreases as 1/f i  

with n, the number of PE, as can bc seen from figure 4, where the mearurcment 

of point iflumination with a fast green LED with an intrinsic time-jitter of 1.8ns is 
shown. The contribution of transit-time dif f tr tncts resulting from different origins 
af the photoelectron on the cathode arc estimated t o  be - 1.41~ 141. 

2.2 The fast readout 

The pulse-structure of this PMT can be s e n  f rom dgure 3, where a typical 
pulse for a low PE-signal i s  shown as recorded with an 300MHz FADC. The signal 
i s  determined by the decay time of the scintillator, which wc have measured 40 be - 601x8 . This requires the readout-elettronics to integrate the complete charge 
of the induced signal to obtain an optimized energy rtralution. Due to the long 
decay-constant of the scintillator conventional charge to time converters rtquire 
long conversion-times. Therefore we have designed the syrtcm to convert the charge 
parallel to its collection. AS a result, the time of conversion of a pulse is proportional 
to the number of photoelectrons of the signal. This leads to a small deadtirne 

(- 180n~) for WE-signals as such as background light in the ocean (K'"4ecays). 
We bave implemented two different discriminator thresholds, The first (low 

threshold) determines the time of the signal. triggering on the leading edge of the 
PMT-pulse. The second (high threshold) requirts the pulse-height to  be abovt a 

preset level. The circuit measures the integrated charge of PMT-pulses with good 
linearity mnd time accuracy. The output signal L rn ECL-pulse which crn be easily 
handled in further data aquisition IS]. 

2.3 System Overview 
Signals registered by the large PMT are converted in the readout into ECL- 

pukes giving both the time o f  arrival of the signal and tht integrated charge. f his 
information i s  fed into a fibre optic cable, connecting the Optical Module with the 

local string controller, using an LED. 
The module is controlled by a 68301-CPU based computer with an OS 19 oper- 

ating system. This enables not only downloading software via a 300 baud modem- 

signal supcrimpostd on the 48V DC power supply line, but also allows for the reg- 
ulation of rclcvant OM-parameters. These parameters include the monitoring and 

setting of  the two internal readout-ihreshotdr and the high voltage of the PMT. It  
also monitors the PMT' count rates, the ttmpcrature within the module at  three 

different locations, possible water leakage and the internal reference voltages and 
their currents, The implemented software also constantly checks on the performance 
of the module and i s  capable o f  reporting on alarm conditions 161. 



3. SUMMARY AND C O N C ~ U S ~ O N S  

W e  have built an Optical Module for the detection of faint Ccrcnkov light 
with cxccllcnt timing- and energy-resolution characteristics. The module futfilIs the 

requircrncnfs for a long term operation in the OUMAND (I experiment, designed for 

the detection of astrophysical nttrtrino sources in a dctp water environmcnf 

It should be noted that  such an optical module is  also capable of simultantausly 
invtstigating and monitoring other light sources in water. offering applications in 
disciplines such as ocean-sciences, ocean- biology and environmental-studies. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Distribution af integrated charge of PMT-pulses resulting from the illumination 
with an LEO of tenstant low intensity. Together with the exptcimcntal data, a 

theoretical paramctrisation far the contributions of the different PE-signals is shown. 

Fig.2 Distribution of integrated charge OI the dark current rtsutting from thermal 

emission. The fitted ga ussian under to the distribution specifies the energy calibra- 

tion of the PMT. 
Fig.3 The pulse structure of a typical low-PE pulse, 

Fig.4 Time jitter (FWHM) as a function of the number of photoelectrons. Tht 
dnshcd curve shows the indicated pararnctrisation. 
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